LogicFlow Visual Testing AI Assistant

Unique apps in great quality:
Delivering faster at lower testing cost
Discover how LogicFlow frees business experts’ time, leverages test expertise better and
enables delivery of top quality, extensively tested apps at high speed.

Visual UI Test
Automation
with AI
for web & mobile-ready apps

Great quality at hyper speed app delivery: smart automation at low cost
Testing is a key activity from coding to deployment, but often costly and
tedious. Re-use of any test with smart AI automation lowers repetitive
manual efforts to a minimum: by capturing each test activity & replaying it
anywhere. AI also minimizes business experts’ tasks: reviewing & labeling
unmatched changes only. Smart automation, low costs, relieved experts!
Learning the differences: Visual AI and Robust Replay®

100’000+

Fast iterations in app delivery enable AI to identify and
classify changes, anomalies and to involve experts when
in doubt. With each iteration the pre-trained AI improves.
And updates test steps automatically while replaying.

steps recorded1

Robust
Replay®

Visual Testing
AI Assistant

without engineering need,
on any browser1

Human involvement: On-demand, focused & easy

Experts assess and label changes with screen-to-screen
comparison where requested by the AI, developers receive full process- &
debugging data. Sharing of test runs & results makes collaboration easy.

70%
less manual tasks for
business experts,
test engineers2

zero
manual re-testing
of existing features

no-code

Image: Labeling of differences assisted by the AI Assistant

use with optional
human editable scripts

Key features

quick ROI
within less than one year

selected references:

▪ Simple recording in Chrome
▪ Robust Replay® on any browser
▪ No-code test maintenance. Selfupdating human readable scripts
with each replay & labeling
▪ Expert involvement for review of
differences instead of full re-testing
▪ Full screen visual comparison for
easy labeling of unmatched changes
▪ Full fledged debugging data, easy to
share and reproduce (replay) for
developers

1) Recording CHF 100, replay for free

2) applied on LogicFlow tools

▪ Fully integrated in best-ofbreed test management tool,
IDE/developer workplace,
defect tracking tool, CI/CD
▪ Cloud based or on-premise
Start testing with smart AI
assistance, now. Get in
touch:
info@logicflow.ai
LogicFlow AG, Technoparkstrasse 1,
8005 Zürich, www.logicflow.ai
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LogicFlow Visual Testing AI Assistant

Fast, easy & self-maintaining:
Smart visual UI testing assisted by AI
Visual UI Test
Automation
with AI
for web & mobile-ready apps

high quality

Robust replay & self maintaining tests: key to productivity in testing
Key success factors for testing are separation of data from test scripts &
testing at any stage of the development process. Key pains are varying
environments & management of testing scopes, scripts through the life
cycle of the app. With all data at hand, AI learns to identify UI targets,
what’s changing in the app, updating the UI scripts accordingly and reassessing classification of changes in the UI. Based on developers &
business experts’ inputs with each run and the visual UI, DOM, network,
console and other data processed by the AI Assistant.

thanks to extensive test
coverage

Integrated in your tool chain: best-of-breed with smarts

lower costs

Adding AI to your tool chain simplifies collaboration,
ensures comprehensive data exchange and eases
management efforts. LogicFlow integrates into the top
global testing-, development- and defect tracking tools.

thanks to smart
automation

Visual Testing
AI Assistant

100%
tracking of labeling to update
UI test steps & improve AI
with each iteration

Reuse: simple migration of existing automation

Starting from scratch or with extensive test automation,
the recording allows you to transfer testing activities to
the AI Assistant with no extra effort, whether from manual work or fullfledged test automation tool. Use the AI Assistant in cloud or on-premise.
No-code
User Interface

expert focus
on business features,
reviewing & labeling
unmatched changes only
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& Labeling
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Robust Replay
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LogicFlow
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API

IncrementalImprovement AI

Test Management

99%

Test management, ticketing, scheduling

UI test steps migrated
automatically1

Development Environment
Debugging data

API

API

Image: AI Assistant integration into your development process

massive
expert unburdening

100%
agile with cloud and DevOps

1) Selenium scripts

Getting AI into your testing organization: quick & easy
Your business experts will love it: less time spent clicking, only time spent
on validating business results. Your developers and testers will love it: no
lengthy docs to write but precise results,
easy to share. With your favored tools in
Start testing with smart AI
place, adoption is quick. Lower costs and
assistance, now. Get in
broader testing scopes result from less
touch:
manual, tedious work. Get your team on
board today! Start the AI journey!
info@logicflow.ai
LogicFlow AG, Technoparkstrasse 1,
8005 Zürich, www.logicflow.ai
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